Capital Letters
Capital letters can be used for lots of things.
• One use is for proper nouns.
•

Proper nouns are the names of particular
people, places or organisations and they must
have a capital letter at the beginning.

•

For example: England, David, Millthorpe School
and words that come from these, e.g. English.

Full stops are really easy to use.

A full stop shows the end of a
sentence.
Put a full stop at the end of every
sentence (unless you are using ? or !).

TASK: Stick the text into
your blue literacy book.
Re-write the passage,
putting the capital letters
and full stops in the right
places.
the cat was playing happily in the streets where
he lived the town was called street which was
very confusing for the poor postman the cat’s
name was tiger and his owner was a small boy
called tom every morning tiger would sit out on
the wall waiting for the postman to deliver the
letters to each house and every morning the
postman would mumble about how confusing the
addresses were

TASK ANSWERS

Stick the text into your blue literacy book. Re-write the
passage, putting the capital letters and full stops in the right
places.

The cat was playing happily in the streets where
he lived. The town was called Street which was
very confusing for the poor postman. The cat’s
name was Tiger and his owner was a small boy
called Tom. Every morning Tiger would sit out on
the wall waiting for the postman to deliver the
letters to each house and every morning the
postman would mumble about how confusing the
addresses were.

Extension: Proper Nouns
Task: Write the following words into your blue literacy
book. Circle the words that are proper nouns and should
have a capital letter.

january

then
claire
lauren

james
saturday
friday

angry

shop

because
london

